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Even in the absence of stimulation or task, the cerebral cortex shows an incessant pattern of ultra slow fluc-
tuations which are coherent across brain regions. In the healthy brain these coherent patterns (also termed
resting state functional connectivity) often exhibit spatial similarity to the large scale organization of
task-induced functional networks. However, it is not clear to what extent the resting state patterns can
also reflect task-induced abnormalities in cortical activations which are often detected in various brain pa-
thologies. Here we examined whether an abnormal visual activation pattern is recapitulated in the resting
state functional connectivity. We examined LG, a sighted young adult with developmental object agnosia
and no apparent cortical structural abnormality. We have previously reported that upon visual stimulation,
LG's intermediate visual areas (V2, V3) are paradoxically deactivated. Here, examining LG's resting state func-
tional connectivity revealed the same pattern of functional abnormality — including a strong atypical
decorrelation between areas V2–V3 and the rest of the visual system. Thus, our results suggest that
resting-state functional connectivity could provide a powerful tool which could complement task-specific
paradigms in detecting task-related abnormalities in cortical activity without resorting to task performance.

© 2013 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
Introduction

While human brain imaging has traditionally focused on task-
related brain activations, there is a growing interest in the comple-
mentary phenomena – the study of brain activity in the absence of
an explicit task or stimulus – i.e. “resting state” fMRI activity fluctua-
tions. A consistent observation has been that during rest, the cerebral
cortex enters into a mode of ultra-slow fluctuations, and these fluctu-
ations are organized in clear and consistent networks (Biswal et al.,
1995; Cordes et al., 2001). Specifically, sets of cortical regions tend
to show correlated modulations of activity (termed “functional con-
nectivity” (FC)) that appear as consistent patterns (Raichle, 2009).
While the rules by which such patterns are organized are not fully
understood, it is clear that at least at global scales they reflect the
tendency of cortical networks to be co-activated during task perfor-
mance (Mennes et al., 2010). For example, resting state functional
connections have been shown to unite well known networks such
gy, Weizmann Institute of
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as motor, visual, default mode, attention and other systems (Biswal
et al., 1995; Damoiseaux et al., 2006; Fox et al., 2006; Greicius et al.,
2003; Nir et al., 2006; Power et al., 2011; Yeo et al., 2011). A particu-
larly striking illustration of the organized pattern of resting state FC is
manifested in the tendency of homotopic points across the two hemi-
spheres to be functionally connected— this effect has been extensive-
ly documented with fMRI (Biswal et al., 1995; Fair et al., 2008;
Johnston et al., 2008; Nir et al., 2006; Stark et al., 2008).

More recently, resting state FC of ultra-slow activity fluctuations
have been demonstrated in single neuron and intracranial recordings
in humans (He et al., 2008; Nir et al., 2008), and have also been
documented in other species including primates (Vincent et al.,
2007) and rodents (Pawela et al., 2008).

While the relationship between task-activated and resting state
networks has been amply documented in the typical brain, an impor-
tant question concerns the potential for employing resting state
patterns as a diagnostic tool for abnormalities in brain processing
during task performance. This could prove particularly informative
in the clinical setup and during patient examination, when task
performance – if available – is not always reliable, and experimental
setup is limited.

While abnormal brain activation patterns are commonly detected
during task performance, a number of studies have reported abnormal
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resting state patterns in several brain pathologies (Boly et al., 2009;
Calhoun et al., 2009; Castellanos et al., 2008; Dinstein et al., 2011;
Greicius, 2008; Mizuno et al., 2006; Salomon et al., 2011). However
the extent to which such resting state abnormalities closely reflect the
specific pattern of the abnormal task-induced network activation is
still unclear. Such relationship is of profound importance for the usage
of resting state connectivity as an informative tool for understanding
brain pathologies.

Here we examined the resting state connectivity patterns in the
visual cortex of a sighted individual, LG, suffering from developmen-
tal object agnosia (Ariel and Sadeh, 1996; Gilaie-Dotan et al., 2009)
and compared them to the abnormal task-induced activation patterns
in his visual cortex (Ariel and Sadeh, 1996; Gilaie-Dotan et al., 2009).
In that previous study (Gilaie-Dotan et al., 2009) we have demon-
strated that LG shows a highly abnormal pattern of visual activation
in his visual cortex, especially evident in a paradoxical cortical band
of deactivation localized over his intermediate visual areas (V2, V3),
despite no apparent structural abnormality (Gilaie-Dotan et al.,
2011). Here we examined the resting state functional connectivity
patterns in LG's visual cortex in the complete absence of visual stim-
ulation, to determine whether they reflect the specific pattern of
functional abnormality observed during a visual task. Our results
show a striking FC abnormality in LG that anatomically matched the
abnormal visual activation patterns. Our results thus indicate that
the resting state patterns can be informative about abnormal brain
activations revealed during task performance. Such a finding could
endow the resting state patterns with a significant potential as “win-
dow” into the nature of brain pathologies.

Methods

Participants

LG was 21 years old when he participated in the resting state fMRI
experiment described below, and 19 years old when he participated in
the visual fMRI experiments (category localizer). All the 15 control par-
ticipants had normal or corrected-to-normal vision. LG and three of the
control participants (2 males, aged 35.5±11.8 (S.D.)) were scanned in
a 1.5 T Signa Horizon LX 8.25 GE scanner (GE Healthcare, Piscataway,
NJ) at the Tel Aviv Sourasky Medical Center in Israel. The additional 12
control participants (5 males, aged 29.6±4.6 (S.D.)) were scanned in a
3 T Trio Magnetom Siemens scanner, at the Weizmann Institute of
Science, Rehovot, Israel. Written informed consent to participate in
these experimentswas obtained fromeach participant prior to participa-
tion, according to the Tel-Aviv Sourasky Medical Center ethics commit-
tee that approved the experimental protocol.

MRI data acquisition

Structural scans
A whole-brain spoiled gradient (3D SPGR) sequence was acquired

for each participant to allow accurate cortical segmentation, recon-
struction, and volume-based statistical analysis. For LG and the 1.5 T
control participants these included 124 axial slices (field of view
240∗240 mm2, matrix size: 256∗256 (LG), 256∗192 (controls), slice
thickness 1.2 mm). For the 3 T control participants these included
176 axial slices (field of view 256∗256, slice thickness 1 mm). In ad-
dition, high-resolution (1.1×1.1 mm2) T1-weighted anatomic im-
ages of the same orientation and thickness as the EPI slices (see
below) were also acquired to facilitate the incorporation of the func-
tional data into the 3D Talairach space (Talairach and Tournoux,
1988). The cortical surface was reconstructed from the 3D SPGR
scan for LG and for one of the 1.5 T control participants for display
purposes only. The procedure included segmentation of the white
matter using a grow region function, the smooth covering of a sphere
around the segmented region, and the expansion of the reconstructed
white matter into the gray matter. The surface of each hemisphere
was then unfolded, cut along the calcarine sulcus and additional
predefined anatomical landmarks on the medial side, and flattened.

EPI functional scans
Blood oxygenation level-dependent (BOLD) contrast images were

obtained using a gradient-echo echo-planar imaging (EPI) sequences.
For LG and the three 1.5 T controls these were acquired with repeti-
tion time=3000 ms, echo time=55 ms, flip angle=90º, field of
view 24∗24 cm2, matrix size 80∗80 (1.5 T controls) and 96∗96
(LG), slice thickness of 3 mm with 1 mm gap (LG), 4 mm with
1 mm gap (1.5 T controls), with an in-plane resolution of 3∗3 mm2.
The scanned volume included 30 nearly axial slices for LG, and 27
slices for the 1.5 T controls, in order to cover the entire cortex (via a
standard head coil). For nine of the 3 T participants, the sequence
was acquired with repetition time=3000 ms, echo time=30 ms,
flip angle=90º, field of view=24∗24 cm2, matrix size 80∗80, slice
thickness of 3 mm with no gap with an in-plane resolution of
3∗3 mm2. The scanned volume included 46 axial slices. Additional
three 3 T control participants were scanned in same scanner, with
a sequence of repetition time=2000 ms, echo time=30 ms,
flip angle=75º, field of view=24∗24 cm2, matrix size 80∗80, slice
thickness of 4 mm with no gap with an in-plane resolution of
3∗3 mm2. The scanned volume included 35 axial slices.

fMRI experiments

Resting state
This experiment is described in full elsewhere (Nir et al., 2006).

Briefly, participants were required to close their eyes and rest while
refraining from moving. The experiment lasted 600 s (LG, corre-
sponding to 200 volumes), 615 s (three 1.5 T controls, corresponding
to 205 volumes), 540 s (nine 3 T controls, 180 volumes), 720 s (three
3 T controls, 240 volumes).

Visual face, building, and object localizer
This visual category localizer experiment (Gilaie-Dotan et al.,

2009; Hasson et al., 2003) was aimed at delineating visual activations
in the visual cortex and in category selective regions of high-order vi-
sual cortex. It was run once on each control participant and twice on
LG. This block-designed experiment included 4 conditions (faces,
houses, objects, and patterns); each repeated seven times in
pseudo-random order. Blocks lasted 9 s and were interleaved with
6 s fixation periods. The entire experiment lasted a total of 450 s.
Blocks consisted of nine images of the same category, each displayed
for 800 ms followed by a 200 ms blank screen. All stimuli were line
drawings subtending a visual angle of 12°×12°. The task was a
1-back same-different image task, and participants were instructed
to respond via a button press following each stimulus. One or two
consecutive repetitions of the same image occurred in each block.

fMRI data preprocessing and analysis

fMRI data were analyzed with the BrainVoyager QX 2.1 software
package (R. Goebel, Brain Innovation, Maastricht, The Netherlands)
plus additional in-house MATLAB software (Mathworks, Natick, MA,
USA).

Preprocessing
The first two images of each functional scan were discarded. The

functional images were superimposed on 2D anatomical images and
incorporated into the 3D data sets (see structural MRI above) through
trilinear interpolation. The complete data set was transformed into
Talairach space (Talairach and Tournoux, 1988). Preprocessing of
functional scans included 3D motion correction, linear trend removal,
temporal high-pass filtering with a cutoff frequency of 2 cycles per
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scan (resting state experiment, i.e. >0.0033 Hz) or up to 10 cycles
per experiment (for the localizer experiments, i.e. >0.022 Hz), and
slice scan time correction. Following the high-pass filtering, we also
verified that no scanner drift was present. For one 3 T control partic-
ipant, the first 18 volumes (out of 180 volumes) were discarded due
to a severe head motion.

For the resting state fMRI experimental data set, further prepro-
cessing steps were applied. Non-neuronal contributions to the BOLD
signal of each participant were removed by linearly regressing out
motion parameters due to head movements and cerebrospinal fluid
(CSF) signal as measured from the lateral ventricles (Talairach coordi-
nates: left lateral ventricle: x=−2, y=5, z=15, right lateral ventri-
cle: x=2, y=5, z=16, 81 voxels). In each participant, the ventricle
regions of interest (ROI) were carefully inspected to verify that they
did not include grey matter voxels, and their mean time course was
used in the regression. Since spontaneous fluctuations are maximal
at frequencies lower than 0.1Hz (Cordes et al., 2001, 2000), the rest-
ing state data was temporally low pass filtered, to focus on this
frequency range. In addition, we also repeated the analysis without
low pass filtering, and validated our results in a wider frequency
range. Spatial smoothing was then applied using a Gaussian filter of
8 mm full width at half maximum value (FWHM) correction.

Contrast-based analysis
The category localizer visual experiment (see above) was ana-

lyzed according to a standard general linear model (GLM, (Friston et
al., 1995)) procedure. In more detail, the model was fit separately to
the time course of each voxel according to the experimental protocol.
The model coefficients for each voxel were determined so that the
error term between the model's prediction and the measured voxel
time course was minimized (Least Squares method). A t-test between
coefficients of different conditions was applied to determine a voxel's
activation pattern, taking into account the error term. The voxel's P
value was determined as the P corresponding to the resulting t
value of the t-test. Only voxels at P(corrected)b0.05 are presented
(see correction details below).

Intermediate visual (“task negative”) region-of-interest seed definition
A large cortical expanse comprising LG's intermediate visual

regions was significantly deactivated in response to visual stimulation
as determined by two runs of the visual category localizer (faces,
houses, objects, and patternsbfixation). The whole expanse of LG's
deactivated intermediate visual regions is delineated by light blue
borders on LG's visual activation maps (on Fig. 1A, on the left) and
superimposed on LG's FC maps (on the left, Figs. 1B–C) for visualiza-
tion purposes. The intermediate visual seed in LG (“task negative”
seed) was defined as a continuous small subset of this large
deactivated cortical band. It consisted of approximately 90 functional
voxels in normalized Talairach space (1 functional voxel equals
3×3×4 mm3) and was located anterior to LG's right V1/V2
retinotopic border, and located centrally on the ventral–dorsal axis.
This intermediate visual seed is delineated by a dark blue border
with a blue arrow pointing to it on the right hemisphere panels of
LG and the control participant of Figs. 1C and D, and in Fig. 2. Note
that this seed is only a small subset of the expanse of LG's deactivated
intermediate regions. For the control participants, this seed was
defined by using precisely the same anatomical voxels (identical re-
gion in Talairach space) as were used for LG (delineated by a dark
blue border with an arrow pointing to it on the right panels of
Figs. 1C and D, and on Fig. 2 for LG and for each control participant).

High order visual (“task positive”) region-of-interest seed definition
Since we were interested to explore neural correlates related to

LG's object agnosia, we wanted to use his LOC region as a seed. How-
ever, LG's high order visual cortex did not display significant object
selectivity which is commonly detected in neurotypical control
participants (Gilaie-Dotan et al., 2009). We therefore defined the
high order “task positive” seed for LG as a visually activated region
(visual stimuli>fixation) in his right lateral occipital aspect of the
cortex which corresponded anatomically to the lateral occipital com-
plex (LOC) location (Grill-Spector and Malach, 2004; Hasson et al.,
2003; Malach et al., 1995) as was defined in the original report
(Gilaie-Dotan et al., 2009). This was a cluster of 125 anatomical voxels
centered at Talairach coordinates 34, −55, −14.

For all the control participants, this “task positive” seed was de-
fined by using precisely the same anatomical voxels (identical region
in Talairach space) as were used for LG (delineated by a red border
with a red arrow pointing to it on the right hemispheres of LG and
the control participants in Figs. 1B and D, and on Fig. 2). For each of
the control participants we also verified that the task positive region
was within the visually activated cortex by superimposing the
task-positive region-of-interest on the visual activation map of the vi-
sual category localizer.

Resting state FC
For each of the regions-of-interest (intermediate visual, and high

order visual), and for each participant, we sampled the time courses
of all the voxels in the participant's ROI and averaged them to a rep-
resentative seed time course for the FC correlation-based maps.

The participant's resting state FC map of a certain seed region
(displayed in Figs. 1B−D and 2) represents for each cortical voxel
the Pearson correlation coefficient between its time course and the
seed region's time course, and is calculated in Talaraich space. For
all FC maps presented (Figs. 1B−D and 2), only highly significant cor-
relations are presented (0.5brb0.8, p(corrected)b10−13, see correc-
tion details below), except for LG where we additionally present FC
maps at much lower thresholds (r=0.4, p(corrected)b10−8, and
0.3, p(corrected)b10−4, see Fig. 2 top row, middle and right panels)
to emphasize that the results are threshold independent. FC maps
displayed in Fig. 1B represent the correlations to the high order
(“task-positive”) visual seeds, maps in Fig. 1C represent the correla-
tions to intermediate visual seeds (“task-negative” in LG), and
Figs. 1D and 2, display the overlap between the two maps for LG
and 12 representative control participants (overlapping voxels are
significantly correlated with both seed time courses). For display pur-
poses only, the FC maps of LG are overlaid and presented on his own
flattened cortical surface (Figs. 1B–D, left panels, and Fig. 2, top row),
and for the controls, all maps were overlaid on Control1's flattened
cortical map (Figs. 1B–D, right panels, and Fig. 2, controls' maps).

Correction for multiple comparisons
Calculation of significance values in the activation or correlation

maps was based on the individual voxel significance and a correction
for multiple comparisons using the established Monte Carlo simula-
tion correction (Gilaie-Dotan et al., 2010, 2008; Salomon et al.,
2011). Here we calculated the probability of a false positive from
the frequency count of cluster sizes within the entire cortical surface,
using a Monte Carlo simulation (Forman et al., 1995) that is incorpo-
rated into BrainVoyager QX 2.1 software as Cluster-Level Statistical
Threshold Estimator plug-in. The computation of the minimum clus-
ter threshold was accomplished via Monte Carlo simulation of the
random process of image generation; a minimum cluster size thresh-
old was automatically set yielding 5% protection against false positive
detection at the cluster level (Salomon et al., 2011). The method takes
into account the smoothness of the data by estimating their intrinsic
spatial correlations.

Indices of overlap between different resting-state FC maps
Here we quantitatively determined in each participant the extent

of overlap within the visual cortex between the FC maps based on the
two different seeds. First, for each participant and for each of the two
maps (based on the intermediate and on the high order visual seeds),



Fig. 1. Task-driven visual activation and deactivations vs. resting state functional connectivity (FC) maps in LG (left) and a representative control participant (right). (A) Delineation
of visual activations and deactivations in response to visual stimuli in LG's visual cortex and in a control participant (p(corrected)b0.05, see color bar). In LG abnormal bilateral
deactivations (depicted in blue to green) to visual stimuli are evident in intermediate visual cortex (V2, V3) while V1 and higher order cortex are activated above baseline (depicted
in orange to yellow). Black dotted lines indicate borders of retinotopic regions (in LG only V1/V2 border is well-defined (Gilaie-Dotan et al., 2009)). Deactivated regions in LG are
delineated by blue borders and are superimposed on rest connectivity maps in panels B and C. (B) Resting state FC maps based on high order (“task positive”) visual seed are
displayed in orange to yellow (see color bar, r≥0.5, p (corrected) b10−13). Seed region indicated by red border with a red arrow pointing to it. Borders of visually deactivated re-
gions from (A) are superimposed on LG's map, regions activated by visual stimuli in LG (see (A)) are superimposed on his cortical surface by transparent orange. (C) Resting state FC
maps based on intermediate visual seed (“task negative” in LG) displayed in blue to lighter blue shades (r≥0.5, p (corrected) b10−13). Seed region according to the anatomical
coordinates of LG's deactivated intermediate visual cortex is indicated by a dark blue border and a blue arrow pointing to it. Borders from (A) superimposed on FC maps as in
(B). (D) Overlap of the FC maps from (B) and (C). Purplish colors indicate overlap between the two FC maps. Note that in LG there is hardly any overlap between the maps,
while in the control participant the maps converge. Note the spatial correspondence between LG's intermediate visual FC map (blue in panel C, left) and his visually
task-deactivated regions (turquoise border), while his high order FC map (orange in panel B, left) is non-overlapping with his abnormally task-deactivated visual regions. RH/
LH — right/left hemisphere.
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we counted the number of voxels at or above a certain Pearson corre-
lation value (e.g. r≥0.5 (pb10−13), as themaps in Fig. 2) for that map
in the posterior part of the cortex (all voxels with Talairach yb−45),
covering the visual cortex. Then, for each participant, we counted the
number of voxels that exceeded that correlation value in either of the
maps (i.e. the union of the maps), and the number of overlapping
voxels, i.e. those that exceed that Pearson correlation value in both
maps. We then calculated the proportion of overlapping voxels across
the two maps in three similar ways: The first index was defined as
pInterm=(no. of overlapping voxels/no. of voxels in intermediate
visual map). The second index was defined as pHigh=(no. of
overlapping voxels/no. of voxels in high order visual map). The
third index was defined as pUn=(no. of overlapping voxels/no. of
voxels in the union of the intermediate visual map and the high

image of Fig.�1
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order visual map). For each of the three overlapping indices (pInterm,
pHigh and pUn), a significant difference between LG's value and the
control's values was determined according to single case vs. controls
(Crawford and Howell, 1998). The results based on the three indices
for LG and for the control participants are presented in Fig. 3A.

Similar analyses were performed with lower thresholds for both LG
and controls to examine the possibility of threshold effects. Here we ap-
plied the same procedures as described above, while using a lower
threshold for LG than for the controls (e.g. Pearson correlation of 0.3 for
LG, 0.4 for controls), to allow comparison of comparable-sized maps
for LG and the controls. These are presented in Fig. 3A as the rightward
histogram.

VOI time courses correlation
The averaged resting state time-course of the high order visual

seed region of each participant was correlated with the averaged rest-
ing state time-course of the intermediate visual seed of that partici-
pant. The VOIs z-scored normalized time courses of LG and four
control participants are displayed along with corresponding correla-
tion coefficients in Fig. 3B.

Results

LG and 15 neurotypical control participants underwent resting
state fMRI scan of 10 min, as well as task-driven visual experiment
to map regions within the visual cortex (see Methods). The resting
state experiment and the task-driven visual experiment described
here were run on separate days. LG's resting state scan followed an
anatomical scan that did not include any visual stimulation. We first
mapped the regions that were visually activated in each participant
and the regions that were abnormally deactivated in LG's visual cor-
tex in response to visual stimulation. As evident in Fig. 1A (right
panel), typical visual task-related activity relative to fixation baseline
extends throughout the visual cortex. In contrast, in LG's visual cor-
tex, only V1 and high order visual regions (lateral occipital and pari-
etal regions) were activated above fixation baseline (Fig. 1A left
panel), while LG's intermediate visual regions underwent atypical
and significant de-activations in response to a visual task (Fig. 1A
left panel — blue to green patches).

To examine the potential relationship between the task-related
activation abnormalities and resting state FC we examined the FC of
these visually activated regions (Fig. 1B, left panel) and visually
deactivated regions in LG (Fig. 1C, left panel) during resting state
without any visual stimulation (eyes closed). One FCmap was created
from a seed in LG's abnormally deactivated intermediate visual re-
gions (interm. vis. seed also referred to here as “task-negative” seed,
Fig. 1C), and another FC map was derived from a seed located in his
activated high-order visual regions (high vis. seed that we will also
refer to as “task-positive seed”, Fig. 1B, see Methods for more details).
Seed regions of interest were defined based on a visual localizer ex-
periment (see Methods). We found that LG's resting state FC pattern
of the task-positive seed was confined only to the task-activated re-
gions, and avoided the task-deactivated sites (Fig. 1B — left panel).
The FC pattern derived from LG's task-negative seed, corresponding
to intermediate visual regions, was confined largely to his abnormally
task-deactivated regions and largely avoided the task-activated
regions (Fig. 1C — left panel). In contrast to LG, in the neurotypical
controls, FC patterns obtained from similar seed regions to those
taken from LG, were wide-spread throughout the visually activated
regions regardless of seed location. Furthermore, unlike LG, the FC
regions stemming from the two seeds largely overlapped one another
(see right panels of Figs. 1B and C for a representative control partic-
ipant). This difference between LG and a neurotypical control partic-
ipant could be clearly discerned when superimposing the two FC
maps (Fig. 1D). As can be seen, the two FC patterns in LG were clearly
complementary and paralleled the segregation of task-activated and
abnormally task-inactivated regions in his visual cortex (compare
left panels of Figs. 1D and A). Notably, this segregation of FC patterns
in LG's visual system (obtained at threshold r=0.5) was not thresh-
old dependent and was evident at lower thresholds (e.g. r=0.4, 0.3,
0.2) as well (see Fig. 2 top row). In contrast, the neurotypical cases
showed a largely overlapping FC pattern that, again, corresponded
to the typical task-activation map (compare right panels of Figs. 1D
and A, and see additional controls' overlapping maps in Fig. 2, bottom
rows). As can be seen in the Controls panel of Fig. 2, the overlap
between the two FC maps (based on the two seeds) was consistent
across all the control participants.

We next set out to obtain a quantitative measure of the spatial
spread and overlap of the FC maps. To that end, we measured the
cortical spread of each of the two FC maps of each participant in the
posterior part of the brain, covering the visual cortex, and then
computed indices measuring the extent of spatial overlap between
these maps (see Methods). The control participants were scanned in
different scanners, which could result in FC maps of different spreads
due to different signal to noise ratios. To asses this possible difference
we compared both the spread of the resting state maps between the
1.5 T controls and the 3 T controls, and no significant difference was
found (Wilcoxon test, intermediate visual seeds: p>0.23, W=15,
high-level visual seeds: p>0.94, W=23). We also tested whether
the extent of overlap between the FC maps was different between
the 1.5 T controls and the 3 T controls, and no significant difference
was found (Wilcoxon test for overlap proportion according to index
pUn at threshold r=0.5, 0.4, 0.3: all p's>0.83, all W's>22). We
therefore combined all the controls for the quantitative analyses.
The extent of cortical overlap between LG's two FC maps in the visual
cortex was significantly smaller than the cortical overlap in the
controls (at threshold r=0.5: LG's, 2 voxels, controls, 7733±3785
(S.D.) voxels, tCrawford(14)=−1.977, pb0.04). To account for the
significantly lower connectivity of LG's high order visual seed FC
map (at threshold r=0.5: LG's: 471 voxels, controls; 9238±3778
(S.D.) voxels, tCrawford(14)=−2.25, pb0.03), that might have affect-
ed the significantly lower overlap between his maps, we lowered
the thresholds of the maps for both LG (to r=0.3) and for the
controls (to r=0.4). Even under these circumstances (Fig. 2 top
right), when the number of FC voxels in LG's FC maps was compara-
ble to those of the controls' (no. of voxels in the union of both maps
LG vs. controls p>0.47, t Crawford(14)=−0.07), the overlap
between LG's two FC maps was still significantly smaller compared
to the controls (LG's: 2222 voxels, controls: 11287±3770 (S.D.)
voxels, tCrawford(14)=−2.33, pb0.02).

We then examined the proportion of spatial overlap between the
two FC maps of each participant using three different indices (see
Methods). As can be seen in Fig. 3A (left panel), the proportion of over-
lap between LG's two FC maps was significantly below those of the
controls (LG vs. controls: tCrawford(14)b−3.26, pb0.01 (Crawford et
al., 2009; Crawford and Howell, 1998) for all indices). Specifically,
while for the controls there was a significant overlap between the two
FC maps in the visual cortex regardless of the specific index definition
(31%–97% overlap, at threshold r=0.5), the overlap in LG did not
even reach 1%. The difference in number of overlapping voxels between
LG and controls (at threshold r=0.5) was highly robust to the map
thresholding scheme, and remained statistically significant also at
lower thresholds of 0.4, 0.3 and 0.2 (e.g. r=0.3: controls overlap across
indices was 60%–98%, in LG it did not exceed 40%, LG vs. controls:
tCrawford(14)b−6.54, pb10−5). Importantly, as presented in Fig. 3A —

right panel, when, as above, we performed this comparison at different
thresholds for LG (0.3) and for the controls (0.4) to balance the extent of
FC differences between LGand controls, the proportion of LG's FC spatial
overlap was still significantly smaller than that of the controls (all
p'sb0.0005, all t Crawford(14)'sb−4.26). Finally, a reanalysis of the
whole data set without high-pass filtering replicated the significant
difference between LG's and the controls' maps (overlap in LG's vs.
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controls, for all indices, for thresholds 0.5, 0.4, 0.3, 0.2, all p'sb0.05, all
tCrawford(14)'sb−2.04).

To obtain a temporal visualization of the abnormal FC effect we
found in LG's visual cortex, we examined the temporal dynamics of
each of the FC components as reflected in the FC time courses within
LG's and the controls' visual cortex. Fig. 3B presents the average
time-course of each seed-region for LG and four representative
control participants, along with the correlations between them.
Whereas in each of the controls the correlation between these two
time courses was significant (r's>0.57, t's>9.14, p'sb10−15), in
accordance with the substantial cortical overlap between their
corresponding FC maps, in LG the correlation was not significant
(r=−0.035, t(196)=−0.49, p>0.62) and was significantly differ-
ent than that of each control (Fisher's |Z|'s>6.5, p's~0), reflecting
the non-overlapping FC maps in his case.

Finally, we examined the possibility that differences in time
course dynamics contributed to the lack of correlation between LG's
intermediate and high-order visual seed time courses. To that end,
we compared the variance of LG's time courses to those of the
controls'. LG's time courses' variances were within the normal range
of the controls' time courses for both the high-order visual time course
(LG's variance: 15, controls: 46.3±63.1 (S.D.), range 4.9–208.9), and
the intermediate visual time course (LG's variance: 72.9, controls:
63.5±66.1(S.D.), range 8.5–233.9). We also compared in the same
manner the time courses' power spectra and found that LG's was
within the normal range of the controls. This analysis indicates that
the temporal dynamics of the time courses cannot by themselves
explain the functional connectivity segregation between LG's inter-
mediate visual regions and the rest of his visual system.

Discussion

The main finding reported here is that the pattern of coherent
fluctuations during rest reflects a profound abnormality in task-
related cortical activation. More specifically, in LG, a developmental
object agnosic (Gilaie-Dotan et al., 2009), visual stimulation produced
a strikingly abnormal antagonistic pattern between mid (V2,V3)- and
high-order visual areas, with the latter showing task-activation, and
the former a pronounced deactivation, relative to fixation baseline
(Fig. 1A). Here we show that when measuring the connectivity
patterns across LG's visual cortex during rest, in the complete absence
of visual stimuli, we find a decorrelation in the FC patterns of his
intermediate visual areas and the rest of his visual cortex (Fig 1D —

left panel). In contrast, the visual cortex of neurotypical controls
showed both a wide-spread coherent activation by visual stimulation
of all visual areas and a corresponding wide-spread FC pattern during
rest (compare the right panels of Figs. 1A and D). These results were
highly significant, and could also be easily discerned in the time
course fluctuation patterns themselves (Fig. 3B).

Thus, our results demonstrate that the resting state pattern match,
in an anatomically specific manner, the visual abnormalities that
appear upon task activation. They consequently raise the intriguing
possibility that resting state connectivity could provide a potentially
informative “window” into the localization of functional abnormali-
ties observed during task performance.

While task performance has proven extremely useful in detecting
functional abnormalities, it has considerable limitations of applicabil-
ity for studying clinical populations in the clinical setup. These
include technical limitations, behavioral confounds when testing the
Fig. 2. Intra-individual overlap between the resting state FC maps in the visual cortex of LG
the visual cortex (same conventions as in Fig. 1D) of LG (top row) and control participants,
threshold of r≥0.5 (as in Fig. 1D), middle and right maps are at lower thresholds (r≥0.4 an
also Fig. 3). All controls' maps are presented at a threshold of r≥0.5. Note that while in LG
controls there is a significant overlap between their two FC maps (see also Fig. 3).
unhealthy, and the need to predefine patient-specific tasks. Studying
resting-state patterns is advantageous and can overcome many of
these limitations. First, it does not require a dedicated experimental
setup (such as visual stimulation unit) that is often unavailable in
the medical scanner. Second, resting state instructions are minimal
and easy to follow, and this can be useful when task instructions are
difficult to communicate and monitor, particularly in severely
disabled populations (Ovadia-Caro et al., 2012), or during sleep in
toddlers (Dinstein et al., 2011). Third, as there is no need to predefine
a specific task in advance, this simple paradigm can be suitable as a
diagnostic tool for a variety of disorders.

On the other hand, a major disadvantage of the resting state is in
its largely uncontrolled nature — i.e. one cannot rule out the possibil-
ity that participants did not engage in stimulus free tasks such as
memory recall, planning etc. (Preminger et al., 2011).

In the context of visual processing, a possible concern is that
participants were engaged in visual imagery that may have induced
the task-related patterns during rest. We believe this was not the
case in the present study. First, a direct examination of the activation
in LG's visual cortex during imagery produced extremely weak activa-
tion patterns (see Supplementary material) and did not resemble the
visual task-related activity patterns. Second, as we have shown in a
previous study, when participants perform an imagery task, the
nature of the activations in the visual cortex are different from
those found during rest (Nir et al., 2006) or during visual stimulation
— thus arguing against the possibility that LG's resting state maps
were generated due to visual imagery. Thus, even if LG did engage
in visual imagery during resting state, it is highly implausible that
his observed resting state connectivity patterns, which were found
here to resemble his task-related visual activity, were due to an
imagery process.

What does then cause LG's intermediate visual areas to be
functionally disconnected from the rest of his visual system? The neu-
rons in LG's intermediate visual areas are not silent as these regions
are consistently and significantly deactivated below fixation baseline
by visual stimuli (Gilaie-Dotan et al., 2009). In accordance with the
observed task-induced activations and deactivations in LG's brain,
anti-correlations during rest between LG's intermediate visual areas
and the rest of LG's visual system might have been expected rather
than the observed de-correlations. However, it should be noted that
the “carrying over” of antagonistic relationship between networks
from task-performance to resting state is still a debatable issue
(Buckner et al., 2008; Chang and Glover, 2009; Murphy et al., 2009)
— particularly because of the role of a “global” signal that may over-
ride such antagonism. Furthermore, LG's intermediate visual regions'
temporal fluctuations during rest (as measured by variance and
power spectra) were in the same range as those of the controls', indi-
cating that they were not silent during rest but rather functionally
different than the rest of LG's visual system. We conjecture therefore
that LG's intermediate visual areas are functionally anti-correlated
during task performance — and this functional dissociation can be
traced in the decorrelated nature of the resting state fluctuations.
The significance and possible adaptive role of such antagonistic
relationship during task-performance in LG is presently unknown —

but these are undoubtedly related to the severe perceptual abnormal-
ities found in LG (Ariel and Sadeh, 1996; Aviezer et al., 2012; Brooks
et al., 2012; Gilaie-Dotan et al., 2011, 2009).

The results reported here are compatible with a number of studies
that reported a similarity between the resting state connectivity
(top row) and of 12 control participants (bottom rows). Overlaps between FC maps in
presented on flattened cortical hemispheres. For LG, maps on the left are at correlation
d r≥0.3), to emphasize that LG's FC map segregation is not threshold-dependent (see
the overlap is minimal between his two maps regardless of the maps' threshold, in all



Fig. 3. Spatial overlap between FC maps and time-course correlations. (A) Proportion of spatial overlap of the two FC maps in the posterior part of the brain (see Methods) relative
to the volume of the maps, for each participant, according to three proportion indices (see Methods). Histogram on the left is based on FC maps at threshold of r≥0.5 (as presented
in Fig. 2 for all the controls and for LG (leftmost map)). Histogram on the right is based on lower thresholds for LG (r≥0.3) and for controls (r≥0.4) to account for the significantly
lower connectivity of LG's high order visual seed FC map at r≥0.5 threshold (see also Supp. Mat.). While for controls the overlap was above 31%, independent of the proportion
index, for LG it was below 0.5%, significantly lower than the controls' overlap (LG vs. controls: t(14)b−3.26, pb0.005 (Crawford et al., 2009; Crawford and Howell, 1998), indicated
on the histogram by asterisks). At lower thresholds (right histogram), the difference in the proportions of FC maps overlap between LG and controls remained significant. Error bars
present S.D. (B) Correlations between the time-courses of the two seed regions for LG and for four representative control participants. Note that this is a temporal visualization of
the same effect that the FC maps convey spatially. The time courses displayed are z-score normalized (as this normalization has no effect on the correlation coefficients); 178 time
points are displayed for each participant. The high-order visual seed time course is displayed in orange, the intermediate visual seed time course in blue. Correlation coefficients are
displayed under the time courses of each participant. In LG, the correlation between the seed time courses was not significant (r=−0.035, t(196)=−0.49, p>0.62), in contrast to
the significant correlations between the seed time courses of each of the control (all r's>0.56, t's>9, all p'sb10−15), which were significantly higher than LG's (for all controls:
control participant vs. LG according to Fisher's transformation |Z|>6.45, p(2-tailed test)~0). Interm./high vis. — intermediate/high visual seed, Control1-4 — control participants
1–4, pHigh, pInterm, pUn — different indices defining proportions of spatial overlap between the participant's FC maps (see Methods), r — Pearson's correlation coefficient.
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patterns and large scale task-related networks in the healthy brain
(e.g. Biswal et al., 1995; Fox et al., 2006; Greicius et al., 2003;
Mennes et al., 2010; Nir et al., 2006; Power et al., 2011; Yeo et al.,
2011), indicating that functional networks are likely to be anatomi-
cally similar to resting state FC. There is also a rapidly growing body
of research that reveals abnormal FC patterns associated with various
brain abnormalities (e.g. Boly et al., 2009; Calhoun et al., 2009;
Castellanos et al., 2008; Dinstein et al., 2011; Greicius, 2008; Mizuno
et al., 2006; Salomon et al., 2011).

However, only a few studies have actually compared the relation-
ship between abnormal task-related activations and resting state
connectivity patterns. Several of these (Fleisher et al., 2009; Liu et

image of Fig.�3
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al., 2011; Mannell et al., 2010; Sperling et al., 2010; Whitfield-Gabrieli
et al., 2009) have found that abnormal FC patterns closely match ab-
normal task-related responses of the Default-Mode network (DMN).
A particularly fascinating case of a match between abnormalities in
task activation and resting state connectivity has been reported by
Watkins et al. (2012) that compared activity induced by an auditory
language task and resting state FC of language networks in a group
of anophthalmic congenitally blind patients. They find that the “visu-
al” lateral occipital complex is specifically activated during an audito-
ry task in these blind patients, and that this complex is also
functionally connected during rest to a language-related network
(Watkins et al., 2012).

Here we extend these observations to the visual processing
domain-showing that disruptions in the hierarchical organization of
visual areas, revealed during task performance, is reflected, in an
anatomically similar manner, in the resting state connectivity.
Hence, our results support and extend the suggestion that resting
state FC patterns could provide a powerful tool for deciphering task-
related abnormalities of the human cerebral cortex.
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